
Dataset
Pharmacological experiments in Harlan Sprague Dawley mice were performed in Nerviano Medical Sciences labs. In these experiments the tumor

and the net weights of control and treated animals were recorded at different doses. The PK profiles were derived from separated studies.

The current example involves male mice treated with vehicle (arm a) and two groups treated with drug A following different schedules (arm b and c).

MOTIVATION Cachexia is a complication responsible for around 20% of cancer deaths. For this reason, in preclinical pharmacological models,

the decrease in the net body weight time course is considered a fundamental toxicological parameter to be evaluated. The energy loss caused by

the tumor growth within the body is considered one of the causes of this side effect. Models based on dynamic energy budget (DEB) theory for

describing the dynamics of the tumor host interaction are currently available [1]; however the effect of anticancer treatments should also be

considered. For this purpose, we have developed a new PK/PD tumor-in-host DEB-based model that includes the Simeoni TGI model [2], able to

describe the drug action on the tumor mass.
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METHODS

The model

The growth of an health organism and the growth of the tumor mass (in absence of a drug

treatment – control group) can be described by using the model developed by Leeuwen et al. [1].

The model has been modified and extended for including the drug treatment following the strategy

proposed by a largely used preclinical TGI model [2]. In particular, in the original tumor growth

function the term representing the drug action on the proliferating cells, and the mortality chain

have been included.

Parameters of the tumor-free individual model

Tumor growth parameters

The differential equations that change in the

two cases different from dV/dt>0 are

respectively:

Modifications of the model structure to describe other expected behaviors:

 drug effect on host body weight: food supply coefficient r modified to consider the reduced ability in 

introducing energy by food intake during treatment;

 tumor growth saturation: a maximum degradation rate decreasing to a threshold introduced into the
model through a new parameter a.

RESULTSPhysiological parameters of the tumor-free model

Tumor-related parameters estimates of the 

tumor-bearing model identified on the control arm

Drug-related parameter estimates of the new TGI 

DEB-based model identified on the treated groups
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CONCLUSIONS: A physiological meaning has been given to the transition from the exponential to the

linear phase for a specific weight threshold of tumor cells proposed by the Simeoni TGI model. The new

tumor-in-host DEB-based model has been tested on different experiments showing good capability in

describing tumor growth and host body growth even when an anticancer drug is administered. This allows

to compare the efficacy and toxicity effects of different schedules providing an efficient tool for therapy

optimization.

 e : reserve amount 

V : organism structural volume

Vu1 : tumor volume of proliferating cells 

 Vu2, Vu3, Vu4 : tumor volume of  

non-proliferating cells in the mortality chain

DEB theory: the physiological modelTumor-bearing individual: energy allocation k-rule


